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Abstract
To promote student writing development, integrated approaches such as genre-based writing instruction (GBWI) are advocated in tertiary education. However, most subject lecturers are not used to centralise writing in their subjects as they focus on content teaching. Capitalising on teacher learning within GBWI is therefore necessary. Design-based research can offer a fruitful learning environment for such innovative type of content and language integrated instruction. In a multiple case study (n=2) in Dutch higher professional education, we aimed to explore what subject lecturers can learn in a design-based research project in terms of scaffolding students’ writing. Qualitative data on teacher learning were collected through logs and interviews before, during and after three GBWI interventions. These data were transcribed verbatim and analyzed using transcription software. Results showed the subject lecturers reported multifaceted learning outcomes, particularly concerning changed knowledge and beliefs. Some of these were directly related to GBWI (e.g., metalanguage, deconstruction, text features) whereas others were related to scaffolding language in subject learning more generally, and to the lecturers’ teaching roles. Both lecturers also reported learning outcomes in terms of changed practices, but to a lesser extent. This may be related to the challenging character of enacting GBWI in the subjects. On a more general level, this study has yielded valuable insights into what factors are at stake when subject lecturers learn to enact GBWI. Further, it has shown the potential of a design-based research learning environment which we view as part of a causal field instigating subject lecturers’ professional development.

Practitioner Notes
1. Creating a design-based research learning environment in which subject lecturers act as co-designers can promote their learning process as they are closely involved in designing, enacting and reflecting on an intervention, and valued for their situated expert knowledge.
2. Subject lecturers can improve their writing instruction in particular, but also their teaching competence more generally, when they are fully introduced in genre-based writing instruction and its underpinning functional language theory, sociocultural learning theory, and the notion of scaffolding.
3. In training subject lecturers on scaffolding students’ genre-based writing development, designed scaffolds (e.g. genre analysis, sample texts) aimed at student learning can also function as scaffolds for lecturers in their own learning process.
4. As genre-based writing instruction cannot simply be learnt and implemented as a formulaic, rigid and prescriptive how-to-do list, allowing subject lecturers sufficient time to discover this integrated approach as well as to test and reflect on it, is recommended.
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Introduction

To promote higher education students’ writing development, content-based approaches are advocated (Kruse, 2003; Wingate et al., 2011). In these approaches, content and language instruction are integrated, as language learning is perceived as a discipline-specific rather than a generic skill (Snow & Brinton, 1988). Genre-based writing instruction (GBWI) is such an integrated approach aimed at providing students with an explicit understanding of how texts are structured and why they are written in the ways they are (Derewianka, 2015; Hyland, 2008). It has been argued to be a realistic, effective and feasible approach to promote tertiary students’ writing in the subjects, thereby offering a promising alternative to current writing instruction (Wingate, 2012). GBWI has been implemented successfully in both L2 (e.g. Azaz, 2016; Chaisiri, 2010; Changpueng, 2012; Lughmani et al., 2016; Yang, 2012b) and L1 higher education contexts (e.g. Kuiper, 2018; Kuiper et al., 2017; Wingate, 2012).

Despite its potential, GBWI is not common practice in higher education. Next to workload and time issues, subject lecturers’ preparedness to deliver GBWI is a major hurdle (Chanock et al., 2012; McWilliams & Allan, 2014; Wingate et al., 2011). Promoting students’ writing is historically thought to be the sole responsibility of language teachers, whereas subject lecturers are supposed to focus on subject matter (Tan, 2011). As a consequence, most subject lecturers in higher education are not accustomed to paying attention to writing and do not have explicit knowledge of the typical features of language and texts in their subject (Jacobs, 2005). Therefore, capitalizing on teacher learning within GBWI is necessary to take full advantage of this approach (Mazdayasna & Ghane, 2022; Rezat & Rezat, 2017; Traga Philippakos, 2020).

In view of shaping such teacher learning, design-based research (DBR) seems a fruitful approach (Bakker, 2018; Brown, 1992). The purpose of DBR is to develop theories about learning and the means that are designed to support that learning (Bakker, 2018, p. 18). Within DBR, teachers often participate in the role of co-designer of an educational innovation (Konrad & Bakker, 2018; Smit & Van Eerde, 2011). As local experts with situated knowledge, they can play a valuable role in the design of educational innovations, while developing their own expertise at the same time. To date though, little research has investigated how teachers’ expertise develops when they participate as co-designer in a DBR project (exceptions are Smit & Van Eerde, 2011; Sztajn, Wilson, Edgington, Myers, & Dick, 2013), especially in the context of higher education. Therefore, the overall aim of the present study is to gain insight into how DBR as a learning environment can promote subject lecturers’ enactment of GBWI in their subjects.

Theoretical background

Teacher Learning in the Context of DBR

In a study focusing on teacher learning in the context of educational innovation, Bakkenes, Vermunt and Wubbels (2010) define teacher learning as ‘an active process in which teachers engage in activities that lead to a change in knowledge and beliefs (cognition) and/or teaching practices (behavior)’ (p.536). They identify experimenting, interacting with others, using different sources, and reflecting on own teaching practices as recurring learning activities in the literature that can foster teacher learning. In the same vein, Desimone (2009) identified five core features of successful professional development programs: content focus, active learning, coherence, duration (>20 hours) and collective participation. In order to meet such conditions for teacher learning, DBR is contended to be a fruitful environment (Cobb et al., 2009; Sztajn et al., 2013).

The primary goal of DBR is to design learning opportunities and produce theories of learning related to these opportunities through iterative cycles of design, implementation, analysis, and redesign (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003). In DBR, the messiness of real-world
practise is acknowledged and perceived as a core part of understanding how learning works (Barab & Squire, 2004; Cobb et al., 2003). Rather than focusing on if an intervention works, DBR primarily focuses on how, why and when an intervention works or doesn’t work (Bakker & Van Eerde, 2015). DBR can be characterized by its interventionist and cyclic character as well as its focus on reflection and evaluation. Besides, involving practitioners actively in research is valued by many DBR researchers (Cobb et al., 2003).

Within DBR projects, teachers typically have a considerable role. They are not perceived as individuals merely undergoing an educational innovation, but as agents who have an important voice in designing, enacting and reflecting on an intervention (Konrad & Bakker, 2018; Penuel & Gallagher, 2009). The underlying assumption is that teachers have situated knowledge of the educational context at stake, and can thus best understand the opportunities and pitfalls surrounding an intervention (Akerman et al., 2013). In line with this, teachers often fulfill a role of co-designer in DBR (Konrad & Bakker, 2018; McKenney & Reeves, 2009). Co-design is not only thought to contribute to teachers’ sense of ownership of the intervention (Cviko et al., 2014; Fullan, 1998) and to its viability (Plomp, 2010), but also to provide insight into how teachers’ own learning process develops over time (Smit & Van Eerde, 2011).

**Genre-Based Writing Instruction**

GBWI, as elaborated by the Sydney School, arose in Australia in the 1980s as a way to empower all students with linguistic resources for achieving success at school (Christie & Martin, 1997; Cope & Kalantzis, 1993). It aims to enable students to read and write successfully by explicitly inducting them into the goal, structural and linguistic features of particular text types (i.e. genres; Hyland, 2007). GBWI draws on Halliday’s functional language theory (1994) and uses the notions of field (subject matter), tenor (relationship between reader and writer) and mode (communication channel: spoken-like versus written-like) to address the linguistic features of a text. In addition, text structure represented in the concept of ‘moves’ (Swales, 1990) is used to refer to the various moves or steps a writer uses to achieve a particular text goal.

Next to Halliday’s functional language theory, GBWI also draws on sociocultural learning theory (Vygotsky, 1962, 1978), and the related notion of scaffolding (Wood et al., 1976). Scaffolding can be characterized as teachers’ adaptive, temporary support with students’ independence as the ultimate aim (Van de Pol et al., 2010). It is thought that students learn best in the so-called Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which refers to a metaphorical space where learning takes place (Litowitz, 1993). In the learning process, the role of teachers as more knowledgeable others is crucial, as teachers scaffold learners within their ZPD’s. In GBWI, two types of scaffolding are distinguished: designed and interactional scaffolding (Hammond & Gibbons, 2005). Designed scaffolding refers to planned support in teaching materials and activities, such as a sample text that students explore with the help of an analysis tool. The teaching and learning cycle (Gibbons, 2002), used in GBWI, is a design heuristic that facilitates designed scaffolding. This cycle consists of four stages in which a particular text type is introduced, modeled, jointly practiced and eventually individually performed by students. Interactional scaffolding refers to the unplanned support offered by the teacher to students in live interaction, such as rephrasing students’ questions or providing a recap of learning points.

To enact GBWI, subject lecturers ideally master particular skills and expertise, such as knowledge of language demands and genre features in their field (De Oliveira & Smith, 2019). Performing a genre analysis (i.e., exploring a genre’s text features) can therefore be a valuable first step. Furthermore, subject lecturers are to become acquainted with the pedagogy of GBWI and to develop a language to talk about their texts, with students but also with their colleagues (Rezat & Rezat, 2017). This metalanguage (e.g., notions of text structure, signaling words, relationship reader and writer) enables them to explicitly make clear how texts work (Derewianka, 1990). In addition, subject lecturers ideally develop certain knowledge about writing (e.g., phases in the
writing process) and writing instruction (e.g., how to provide feedback on writing products), as well as knowledge of how to deploy the TLC in their subject lessons. Finally, subject lecturers need to be able to scaffold students’ writing development in interaction, which requires particular expertise (Kindenberg, 2021; Smit & Van Eerde, 2011). All in all, providing content-based writing instruction such as GBWI is challenging. It not only requires subject lecturers to reflect on their current teaching practices and to reconsider existing beliefs on subject and literacy teaching, it also calls for an open and flexible attitude towards learning new teaching strategies in collaboration with writing experts (Blake & Pates, 2010; Wingate, 2012).

To fulfill our aim of gaining insight into how DBR as a learning environment can promote subject lecturers’ enactment of GBWI in their subjects, we ask:

**What can subject lecturers learn in a DBR project in terms of scaffolding students’ genre-based writing?**

**Method**

The present study was part of a larger DBR project focused on promoting tertiary students’ writing by following a subject-specific genre-based approach (Kuiper, 2018). To answer the question central to this study, we conducted a (multiple) case study (Yin, 2014). We followed and compared the learning processes of two subject lecturers (i.e. two cases) who participated in the DBR project, to obtain insight into their learning experiences during a genre-based writing intervention.

**Setting and Participants**

The study was conducted between 2014 and 2016 in a Dutch higher professional education institution in the eastern part of the Netherlands. That is, the study took place in regular offline classrooms before the Covid-19 pandemic. The particular setting concerned the Dutch first-year programs (L1) within Hospitality Business School. Two subject lecturers were involved. The first subject lecturer (female/43 years/Dutch/pseudonym: Laura) taught Event Management subjects and had three years of experience in teaching in higher professional education and over ten years of experience in the field. The second subject lecturer (female/42 years/Dutch/pseudonym: Julia) had one and a half years of experience in teaching research-related subjects in higher professional education, and several years of experience as a primary school teacher. In addition, she had several years of experience working as a research consultant. Both subject lecturers had no previous experience in delivering subject-specific GBWI or other forms of integrated content and language teaching.

**Professional Development**

The professional development program comprised different kinds of learning activities, before and during the enactment of the GBWI interventions, to foster the aforementioned teacher learning as advocated by Bakkenes, Vermunt and Wubbels (2010).

Before the enactment phase, two sessions were developed to introduce the subject lecturers to the ideas of GBWI and its underlying concepts, and to provide them with articles and web lectures as background information. Also, they were both asked to analyze target genres within their subject (see further ‘Intervention design’) in terms of goal, structural and linguistic features, based on their own and colleagues’ knowledge. Additionally, they collected what they considered strong and weak examples of student texts in the target genres, and they constructed a good example themselves. Furthermore, four design sessions were held. These sessions comprised learning activities such as ‘interacting with others’ and ‘using different sources’ by means of which Laura and Julia actively contributed as co-designers to the development of teaching materials (i.e. designed scaffolding).
During the enactment phase, Laura and Julia were involved in construing lesson plans and formulating lesson goals inspired by the teaching and learning cycle, by way of professional development. Further, the enactment of lessons could be framed as ‘experimenting’: another learning activity Bakkenes, Vermunt and Wubbels (2010) put forward as contributing to teacher learning. In addition, several reflective activities were initiated such as reflections on lessons in digital logs and in interviews based on recorded lesson fragments. These activities were aimed at evaluating the designed and interactional scaffolding enacted in view of the formulated lesson goals.

**Intervention Design**

The GBWI intervention was based on the teaching and learning cycle and inspired by the notion of scaffolding. Throughout the phases of Building knowledge of the field, Deconstruction, Joint Construction towards Independent Construction, the lecturers were encouraged to scaffold student writing. The intervention was attuned to the educational context at stake, which resulted in a 7-week intervention with one (approximately) one-hour lesson per week. For both interventions, the subject lecturers together with the researcher formulated student learning goals. Laura’s intervention within the subject of Event Organization was aimed at developing students’ proficiency in writing texts in the target genre of an event proposal, whereas Julia’s intervention within the subject of Introduction to Research was focused at the target genre of a case analysis. While these goals were set beforehand as was the overall learning trajectory based on the teaching and learning cycle, the nature of particular lesson activities was determined together with the lecturers based on experiences and reflections on former lessons.

**Data Collection and Instruments**

To promote and trace the teacher learning processes over time, data were collected before, during and after the interventions. Laura enacted three cycles of the GBWI intervention, whereas Julia enacted two. The first instrument used to promote and trace the lecturers’ learning was a semi-structured interview guide that was developed to conduct interviews at the start of the research project, as well as before and right after each intervention cycle (see Table 1). The interview guide was inspired by the four categories of learning as distinguished by Bakkenes, Vermunt and Wubbels (2010; see example in Table 2). All interview data were transcribed verbatim with the help of F5 transcription software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th><strong>Timeline interviews subject lecturers</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-interview 1st cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervention 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th><strong>Example questions in pre- and post- interview guide (translated from Dutch)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Example question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in knowledge and beliefs</td>
<td>What have you learned about genre-based writing instruction in your subject in this cycle?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in practice</td>
<td>What did you do differently in teaching your students how to write the target genre this cycle?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions for practice</td>
<td>What kind of things do you plan to do differently in the next cycle?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in emotions</td>
<td>How do you feel now about providing GBWI and to what extent has this changed over time?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second instrument used was a digital log, which Laura and Julia were asked to fill out after each lesson. The format for the log was based on the teaching activities central to a lesson, and consisted of open questions (e.g. What was your overall impression of this lesson?) and 5-point Likert-scale questions (e.g. Indicate how satisfied you are with the brainstorm activity). The third instrument used to promote and gain insight into subject lecturers’ learning was a guide for stimulated recall interviews (Meijer et al., 2002). These interviews were held after each lesson and consisted of a general reflection on the lesson in line with the logs, and a reflection on specific video fragments of the lesson selected by the researcher. Questions like “How do you describe your role in this scaffolding activity?”, “How do you evaluate it?”, “How do you think it promoted student learning?” and “Would you do it differently next time?” were aimed to encourage the lecturers to explicate their thinking on their current and desired scaffolding practices in view of promoting student learning. These interview data were transcribed verbatim as well.

**Data Analysis**

In the analysis, the pre- and post-interview data were used as the main source to determine if teachers learned from the intervention, whereas other data sources were used to understand what they learned. We conducted a qualitative analysis, which can be framed as cross-case (Boeije, 2009), as we aimed to examine themes, similarities, and differences across the two cases of Laura and Julia.

First, we identified the reported learning outcomes of the two lecturers. As an analytic framework, we used the four categories of learning outcomes as developed by Bakkenes, Vermunt and Wubbels (2010) in the context of a national innovation program in secondary education across different school subjects. In the framework, four categories of reported learning outcomes of teachers are distinguished: (1) changes in knowledge and beliefs, (2) intentions for practice, (3) changes in practice and (4) changes in emotions. We coded the reported learning outcomes per subject lecturer with the help of a coding scheme (see Table 3). All utterances in which Laura and Julia explicitly referred to a learning outcome were identified as units of analysis and coded by one researcher (the first author). Then, another researcher (the second author) coded a subset of fragments (n=32) per case to determine the interrater reliability of the coding process. This subset was calculated with the help of Cichetti’s 2n^2-rule (Cicchetti, 1976), where n is the number of codes (4 in this study). In total, 64 fragments (32 per case) were coded by both researchers resulting in a .775 interrater reliability that can be interpreted as substantial (Cohen, 1988).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ckb</td>
<td>Changes in knowledge and beliefs: the lecturer reports on growing awareness, acquired knowledge, new ideas or on confirmation of existing beliefs</td>
<td>Right now, I am more aware of how I can contribute to students’ writing, which I wasn’t before the intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cp</td>
<td>Changes in practice: the lecturer reports on changes in her way of teaching</td>
<td>I have taken more time than I used to do to talk with students about the function of texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ip</td>
<td>Intentions for practice: the lecturer reports on intentions to do things differently in the future or to do things the same as before based on research insights</td>
<td>I think conducting an analysis of the target genre is something I will also do in the other subjects I teach, because that really helped me to get a grip on the text characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>Changes in emotions: the lecturer reports on changed emotions evoked by the research</td>
<td>In the second cycle of the intervention I felt more comfortable to release control of the lesson as compared to the first cycle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**
Table 4 and 5 show the frequency of reported learning outcomes in the four categories for each of the subject lecturers Laura and Julia. Both of them reported the most learning outcomes in the category of changes in knowledge and beliefs and the least in the category of changes in practice. Table 4 and 5 further demonstrate that the number of reported learning outcomes in the post-interviews increased throughout the intervention cycles. Furthermore, the tables show that Julia reported relatively more learning outcomes (54 in 4 interviews) than Laura did (60 in 6 interviews).

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in knowledge and beliefs</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre1</td>
<td>Post1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre2</td>
<td>Post2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre3</td>
<td>Post3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in practice</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions for practice</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in emotions</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in knowledge and beliefs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in practice</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions for practice</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in emotions</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in knowledge and beliefs</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre1</td>
<td>Post1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre2</td>
<td>Post2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in practice</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions for practice</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in emotions</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in knowledge and beliefs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in practice</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions for practice</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in emotions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following, the main results per category of reported learning outcomes across the two cases are described qualitatively.

**Changes in Knowledge and Beliefs**

In this category, a first change both lecturers reported concerned an increased insight into the specific features of the language of and texts within their own subjects. Especially after the first intervention cycle, Laura and Julia referred to this awareness whereby Julia related this to the genre analysis she had conducted in the preparation phase of the intervention:

“I have actually never thought of the fact that we [as Event Organization professionals] have our own language, our own expressions...I wasn’t aware of that before.” (Laura, post1)

“I now know better what I expect of students’ texts as I have written one myself. (...) I must say, it was a quite annoying, uncomfortable task: I actually ask so much of students, things I have never done myself before.” (Julia, post1)

Second, Laura and Julia both reported on their awareness of (the role and possibilities of) metalinguage for promoting students’ writing development, such as using the concepts of moves and tenor when talking about texts. The following quotes of Laura illustrate this perceived benefit:

“I now have words to define certain text features. Features that I did see before, although I didn’t have words for those at that time.” (Laura, pre1)
“The most important yield is that I now have words to explain how texts work, how language works… to explicate why certain language is used, and to learn them (students) the same words which makes them understand it too.” (Laura, post3)

At the same time, both lecturers reported on difficulties in understanding the metalinguistic concepts used in GBWI properly, and in using these in practice, especially in the first intervention cycle. Whereas Laura faced difficulties understanding and explaining tenor, Julia first struggled with grasping field. After having discussed these concepts in reflective sessions, Julia reported on her increased understanding of field, which also enabled her to make good use of this concept in discussing texts with her students.

“The notion of ‘field’ still remains vague to me, I mean, you’re looking for the subject of the text, but I don’t know exactly where or how to find that.” (Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 1.3)

“Now I know I have to focus more on the linguistic level and ask students more specifically: ‘Which words in the text make you understand what the text is about?’” (Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.2)

A third reported change in knowledge and beliefs was subject lecturers’ insight into the functionality of language and texts. Whereas written assignments were common in both subjects, and Laura as well as Julia both had several years of teaching experience, perceiving language and texts as functional tools to establish purposeful communication was new to them. While Julia related this change to her own development as a lecturer (i.e. as something she had learned), Laura related it to students’ development (i.e. as something they could learn), as the following quotes illustrate:

“I think this is the most important thing I have learned: that you can persuade with language. I have never been aware of that before. That language has a function, in our case to persuade the reader of your capacity as a researcher.” (Julia, post1)

“Well, that was such an eye opener for me… till then it was kind of implicit knowledge, but what I really learned is that texts are good when they reach the text goal.” (Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.4)

“What I realize now is that we never made clear before what the aim is of texts that students have to write. What the function is of specific text parts and of the text as a whole, what is it exactly you want to achieve”? (Laura, pre2)

A further reported change in this category concerned both lecturers’ view on students’ learning processes with regard to writing. Throughout the interviews, Laura and Julia mentioned having become aware of the long-term character of this process instead of perceiving it as a one-off activity. Following on from that, they both expressed the desirability to integrate writing and content teaching so as to foster students’ writing. Laura related this to the expert role a subject lecturer has compared to a language teacher, whereas Julia referred to the self-evident connection between subject matter and language, as illustrated below:

“They [language teachers] don’t speak the language of the event industry; they don’t have a feel for that like we do.” (Laura, post3)

“It’s so logical to relate research and language! Actually, it’s strange we don’t do it in other subjects. (...) Language instruction should be taken out of its isolation, as in
itself it has a, a rather negative image amongst subject lecturers like I also had before.”
(Julia, post2)

In sum, Laura and Julia reported different kinds of changes in knowledge and beliefs, ranging from understanding the subject-specific features of texts, the merits as well as challenges of metalanguage, the functionality of texts, to more general awareness of what it takes to learn and teach subject-specific writing.

**Changes in Practice**

Two types of changes in practice were reported on by both Laura and Julia. The first concerned the fact that they had explicitly paid attention to language and writing instruction in their subject lessons. Both Laura and Julia indicated it was totally new to them to provide writing instruction in their content lessons despite the fact that written assignments were the main test form in both subjects. As Laura’s quote illustrates:

“Oh usually, we just don’t spend time on that like we do now. We tell students what they have to include [in the writing assignment], but not how to include it, that part is missing so far.”
(Julia, post5)

Addressing writing instruction in their subject classes sometimes posed challenges to both lecturers. Laura for example referred to difficulties she experienced when discussing student texts during the phase of Joint Construction, while Julia mentioned her struggle with answering particular student questions:

“When discussing student texts, I noticed I wasn’t sharp enough. I had difficulties reading the text as I felt the pressure to have an opinion about it at the same time.”
(Laura, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.4)

“Well, one student asked me this question whether coherence is related to headings and I thought “Wow, good question, I have no idea”. Actually I needed a language expert there, as I am not used to these kinds of questions.”
(Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.2)

The second change in practice both lecturers reported concerned their changed teaching role over time. Laura and Julia mentioned having changed their role from rather teacher-centered and directive in the first cycle, towards a more student-centered, scaffolding role in the later cycles. In the following series of Julia’s quotes in chronological order, her changing role over time is illustrated:

“I could have allowed more room for interaction, for discussion.”
(Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 1.1)

“It feels more comfortable to work hard myself and retain control. If I let go the control, it becomes unsettling because you don’t know what they[the students] will say or ask.”
(Julia, post1)

“We had discussed beforehand that it could be effective if I had students themselves taking the lead in a classroom discussion, and it indeed played out well in practice.”
(Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.3)

“It’s so encouraging to see that I am increasingly able to help students, not in the sense of providing the right answers, but by acting as their experienced conversational partner.”
(Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.4)
“I feel I’ve become a better teacher. Constant monitoring students’ needs is something I always tried to do, but which I only now can actually realize, as I have been trained how to do so. To look at them and ask myself: are they still with me? How do they respond? What do they need?” (Julia, post2)

Apparently, the fact that the lecturers learned to take a linguistic perspective on their subjects, also made them rethink their teaching role in the course of the interventions.

**Intentions for Practice**

In this category, both lecturers reported the intention to structurally integrate content and writing instruction, especially in the final intervention cycles. They stressed how such an instructional practice can benefit student learning as well as enhance their own (and their colleagues’) teaching practice, as the following quotes illustrate:

“I think it would be good to add more language instruction to the subjects and have subject lecturers provide this instruction. It’s fun and it adds more depth to our lessons. Besides, it provides us with tools to end the frustrating feeling we experience now when reading student texts.” (Laura, post3)

“It has to be more integrated, we cannot think within boxes any longer. If we redevelop our curriculum, language has to be an integral part of it.” (Julia, post2)

Further, Laura expressed the intention to widely use sample texts in her classes and to inspire her colleagues to do the same. As she voiced in her final interview:

“I definitely want to use sample texts in my future classes. And to propose the notion of deconstruction to my colleagues….to have them take a good look at the texts: to find out how a text works, how it is structured, what kind of arguments are used.” (Laura, post3)

In addition, Julia reported on her intention to use different teaching methods in future:

“I want to use more interactive teaching methods. By expecting input from students, they actively get involved in the matter, which make them think more carefully about it.” (Julia, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.4)

In sum, the interventions seemed to have generated ideas for future teaching, both on the curriculum level as well as on the classroom level.

**Changes in Emotions**

Throughout the intervention cycles, both subject lecturers reported growing confidence in providing language instruction through GBWI. The interview data showed a gradual development from both lecturers feeling somewhat anxious towards feeling more confident and relaxed when providing GBWI. The following quotes of Laura, in chronological order, illustrate this development:

“I mainly feel a bit anxious, like eh…how am I going to deal with language and writing and providing instruction on that...you have to be able to react quickly.” (Laura, pre1)

“Well, of course there are things I could have responded to more adequately, that’s logical as I am not a language teacher all of a sudden, but my overall feeling is positive.” (Laura, post1)
“I really felt happy after this lesson, as the students were actively involved.” (Laura, stimulated recall interview, lesson 2.2)

“This cycle felt good, like an 8 [grade A]. I liked it and it made me happy.” (Laura, post2)

The quotes show the lecturer’s growth process in becoming a language-sensitive subject lecturer over time.

Discussion
In this study, our aim was to gain insight into how DBR as a learning environment can promote subject lecturers’ enactment of GBWI in their subjects. In answer to the research question, we can conclude that in both cases most learning outcomes concerned changes in knowledge and beliefs. This coincides with results found in similar teacher learning studies in the context of design-based research (e.g., Smit & Van Eerde, 2011). The results further show that the lecturers reported different kinds of learning outcomes. That is, outcomes directly related to GBWI (e.g., metalanguage, deconstruction, text features), as well as outcomes related to scaffolding language in subject learning in a more general sense, and outcomes on the level of the lecturers’ teaching roles. These multifaceted learning outcomes corroborate the challenging character of enacting GBWI in the subjects as indicated before (Blake & Pates, 2010; Wingate, 2012).

The relatively high number of reported learning outcomes in the category of changes in knowledge and beliefs may not be surprising, because raising awareness and altering beliefs is perceived to be the first step in teacher learning (Bakkenes et al., 2010). In other words, the learning activities deployed in several iterations such as preparing, experimenting and reflecting on teaching has made both lecturers reconsider their current practices and teaching roles, but change these to a lesser extent. These results seem to indicate an initiated rather than a completed learning process (Smit et al., 2018). Apparently, GBWI cannot simply be implemented as a formulaic, rigid and prescriptive how-to-do list as some genre critics put forward (see Yang, 2012a). Rather, learning to provide GBWI seems to be a long-term process: one that challenges lecturers’ existing views on teaching and teacher roles, that requires testing and reflecting, and that allows for lecturers developing their confidence over time.

The results further indicate that subject lecturers have made progress in their realization of scaffolding writing. Laura and Julia initially felt uncomfortable in providing writing instruction which corresponds with findings in other studies (Blake & Pates, 2010; Wingate, 2012). With the help of testing, reflecting and guidance by the researcher however, the lecturers gradually developed confidence in their knowledge and skills to provide GBWI. It should be noted here that the reported learning outcomes were generally related to designed scaffolding (i.e. planned support, such as sample texts and metalanguage), and to a lesser extent to interactional scaffolding (i.e. unplanned support). Apparently, these designed scaffolds, aimed at student learning, also functioned as scaffolds for the lecturers as it offered them a framework for enacting GBWI. Hammond and Gibbons (2005) state that designed scaffolding provides the context in which interactional scaffolding can occur. In the context of this study, it may indicate that learning in terms of designed scaffolding precedes learning in terms of interactional scaffolding, which is generally perceived as very challenging as it has to be enacted on the spot and requires adaptivity to students’ needs (Smit & Van Eerde, 2011).

A related interesting finding is the fact that GBWI did not only make the subject lecturers take a linguistic perspective on their subjects, it also made them rethink what good teaching is about in a broader sense. That is, both lecturers became conscious of the importance of interaction, of the benefit of taking on a more coaching instead of directive role, and of the naturalness of integrating content and language instruction. One could argue that these benefits are not unique to GBWI (see also Hyland, 2007). However, we contend that GBWI with its underpinning
functional language theory (Halliday, 1994), sociocultural learning theory (Vygotksy, 1962, 1978) and notion of scaffolding (Gibbons, 2002) offers subject lecturers a comprehensive approach to not only improve their writing instruction, but also to improve their teaching competences more generally. As Julia voiced after her second intervention cycle: “I feel I’ve become a better teacher.”

Although specific causal relations between the reported learning outcomes and DBR as a learning environment cannot be made, we view the learning environment of DBR as part of a causal field instigating subject lecturers’ professional development (see also Smit & Van Eerde, 2013). For example, both lecturers were asked to analyze the target genre in their subject, to look for strong and weak examples, and to construct a sample text themselves, thus acting as co-designers. By doing so, they not only became aware of the text characteristics but is also raised their consciousness of what writing such a text requires; an experience they could exploit in their lessons. Further, the continuous reflection on enactment, as is common in DBR studies (Bakker, 2018), seemed to have contributed to both lecturers’ learning. Julia for example first faced difficulties in grasping the notion of ‘field’ as became clear in a reflective interview. This issue was addressed immediately after the lesson, after which Julia was better able to use this notion properly in the next lesson.

When looking back on both subject lecturers’ learning processes throughout the different intervention cycles, we argue in line with Konrad and Bakker (2018) that the close collaboration between researchers and teachers, as is advocated in DBR, is fruitful. Both types of professionals made their own contributions to the process of educational innovation. While the lecturers looked from inside the system with their situated expert knowledge and took on a co-designer role, the researchers took an outsider perspective and drew on literature and data to shape and improve the intervention thereby alternately assuming a participant designer role and a silent observer role (see Akkerman et al., 2013).

On a more general level, this study has shown what factors are at stake when subject lecturers learn to enact GBWI. That is, it has shed light on how subject lecturers can adopt GBWI and its underpinning theories in order to scaffold student writing in the context of their subject lessons. This yield is promising as a collaborative approach to promote student writing involving both language and subject lecturers is thought to be most effective (Carstens, 2014).

Limitations, Future Research and Implications

A first limitation concerns the small scale of this study. Both Laura and Julia were subject lecturers working at the same faculty with the same target group of first-year students in higher professional education. This implies that the findings of this study can be framed as context-specific. Therefore, a next step in this research is to find out if designing and enacting GBWI in the subjects in another (higher) educational context, in a different field (than Hospitality Business), and with other lecturers leads to the same findings as presented here. In addition, future research may also focus on investigating to what extent subject lecturers can employ their GBWI competencies in other subjects, classes and contexts.

A second limitation of the present study may be that we did not explicitly formulate a conjecture map on the intervention design, including the role of the subject lecturers in that design. Sandoval (2014) advocates the use of conjecture maps in DBR to clarify how design characteristics may be related to intended processes (or mechanisms) and outcomes. Although a conjecture map was formulated in the larger DBR project this study is part of (Kuiper, 2018), the role of subject lecturers was not explicitly included. Furthermore, Sandoval’s initial model of conjecture maps does not accommodate this (Konrad & Bakker, 2018). In view of the crucial role of lecturers in the design process and functioning of an intervention design, it would therefore be interesting to construct such a conjecture map in which the role of a lecturer, as part of the ‘design characteristics’ contributes to the intended outcomes.
Further, a remark that needs to be made is that this study was conducted well before the Covid-19 pandemic and fully offline. The fact that the subject lecturers' professional development has taken place in face-to-face sessions only, and was focused at providing GBWI in offline classroom contexts, may have affected the results. Recent studies on GBWI show that distant professional development models can work out well (Traga Philippakos & Voggt, 2021), although providing GBWI fully online may be less effective due to the fact that teachers and students do not interact directly (Hutabarat & Gunawan, 2021). More research is needed on both professional development and provision of GBWI in online contexts, as remote and hybrid teaching and learning are here to stay (Hofer et al., 2022).

All in all, this study has shown that DBR as a learning environment can indeed promote subject lecturers' enactment of GBWI in their subjects, thereby generating some implications for practice. First, when higher education institutions consider addressing writing instruction in all subjects, the findings suggest that GBWI can be a feasible approach for subject lecturers to do so, while enriching their pedagogy more generally at the same time. Second, in preparing such GBWI enactment, it is recommended to create opportunities for close collaboration between GBWI experts and subject lecturers as is common in DBR. This kind of collaboration, combined with iterative cycles of design, implementation, analysis and redesign, is key in realizing educational innovations. Finally, allowing sufficient time for teacher learning is crucial, as learning how to scaffold students’ genre-based writing is a long-term process.
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